
Backup solutions tailored to 
your environment.

Care 4 Backup is a Triple4 service stream that includes 
multiple discussion topics from the actual backing up of data 
for the purposes of recovery, to planning and documenting 
disaster recovery, and/or implementing and managing a full 
IT continuity infrastructure

Care 4 
Backup

Backup of data is important but there is more 
Everyone knows that data needs to be backed up to some location, somehow, but 
more importantly is the frequent testing of these backup sets and the checking 
of its integrity. While Triple4 can take ownership of the backup process only, we 
always advise that we include frequent testing of these backup sets. 

Backups are complicated to maintain
Backups are difficult to monitor, maintain and support, let Triple4 manage these 
for you. Triple4 will check all backups daily, and report any challenges experienced, 
then engage with the customer to ensure that backups are completed 
successfully.

Off-site backup storage is required
If your business requires off-site storage of backup media or jobs, Triple4 have 
solutions that can provide for this.

Not sure what to backup?
If you are unsure, or do not have the skill to determine what should be backed up 
in your environment. Triple4 assists companies with selecting the correct data to 
ensure the environment can be effectively recovered.

Have a tight time-line to full operation?
Should you require very low restoration timeframes in the event of a disaster, 
Triple4 can assist with the development of a full disaster recovery plan, that 
includes highly available IT continuity solutions achieving recovery within minutes 
rather than traditional restorations of hours or even days.

Care 4 Backup is always tailored to your business needs and budget

Guidelines

A complete Managed 
Backup solution for small 

requirements and large 
enterprise requirement.
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Lets explore how Triple4 can assist:

Scenario A - Backup
You have a backup infrastructure, 
but its dated and not very effective; 
additionally you just don’t have the 
time or capacity to have to worry 
about it.  Triple4 can update and 
fine tune your existing backup 
technologies, either with a Cloud 
backup or by reusing what you have, 
and managing, and monitoring it for 
you on-going.

Scenario B - Integrity Tested
You recognise that your backups are 
only as good as the last successful 
restore test. As a highly recommended 
option, Triple4 can schedule test 
restoration that in conjunction with 
you, are verified as fully working 
backup sets that can be relied on in 
the event of data loss/corruption or 
other compromises.

Scenario C - IT Continuity
In conjunction with Triple4’s Care 
4 Network and Care 4 Services, 
we can develop a high-availability 
infrastructure that combines all of 
our service streams into a complete 
end-to-end IT Continuity solution; 
encompassing automatic failovers 
and managed failbacks; for when 
backup restore times of hours are just 
not good enough.

A Data Resilience 
Methodology.

A shift into 
a  new dimension 
for IT solutions.
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